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Articolo scientifico sottoposto a referaggio ai sensi dell’art. 3 del Regolamento della Rivista 
This article has been subject to single-blind review pursuant to art. 3 of the Review’s editorial rules 
 
Drone strikes practice: assessing ius in bello proportionality 
 

A cura di Dott.ssa Giada Tombesi1 
 
ABSTRACT 
Over the last decades, the use of armed drones has become a central issue in international security. To 
date, we are witnessing a drastic modification in the operational deployment of unmanned aerial vehicles 
consisting in a transition from a surveillance and reconnaissance use, to offensive activities, considering 
that UAVs   are now equipped with weaponry kits able to strike enemy’s targets.  
Respect for fundamental international legal principles is constantly challenged by technological evolution. 
Despite the high expectations, however, the practice of drone strikes fails to keep the promise of great 
precision, raising severe concerns.  
Drones aren’t to be considered as inherently unlawful, however, their own characteristics, such as the 
ability to access particular areas at no risk for their pilots, may stretch to a certain extent the rules 
governing the use of force as known today. It is therefore spontaneous to ask ourselves if the absence of 
reciprocity in danger should lead to a vision of the attack conducted with drones as execution, rather 
than method of conduction of armed conflict.   
The technological evolution along with unmanned systems and, accordingly, the use of armed drones, 
should be meant to increase precision, succeeding in the killings of terrorists whilst minimizing civilian 
casualties. But how should drones measure proportionality? Today the ability of armed drones to meet 
international standards, such as distinction and proportionality, is a matter of contention and, as a 
consequence of technological progress, the legality of targeted killings is progressively becoming one of 
the central topics of attention of international law.   
Logical repercussion of this technological evolution is the de-humanization of war, leading to the removal 
of human beings from war scenarios, increasing the autonomy of weapons and giving birth to what we 
may call “virtual war”. The actual risk is the development of an increasing “play-station mentality”, 
characterized by an overturning of the dynamics that have always categorized military conflicts. The 
battlefield of tomorrow will no longer be marked by the presence of soldiers as known today, and, in the 
next future, it will not even be possible to exactly define the perimeter of war participants. 
 

 
1 Giada Tombesi ha conseguito la Laurea Magistrale in Giurisprudenza presso l’Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore nel 2019 
con una tesi in diritto internazionale. Attualmente è iscritta nel Registro dei Praticanti Avvocati presso il Foro di Milano e 
svolge la pratica forense presso uno Studio Legale in materia di diritto ambientale. 
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PAROLE CHIAVE 
Unconventional conflicts and drones – Ius in bello – Proportionality – ICRC and humanitarian 
assistance – Play-station mentality. 
 
 
Index: 1. Introduction – 2. Proportionality as a civil protection standard in the Geneva Protocol of 1977 

– 3. The Principle of Proportionality in the Drones Era - 4. Play-station mentality – 5. Controversial 

interpretations of the compliance with the principle of proportionality – 6. Droning towards a solution  

 

1. Introduction 

 

The word drone was coined at the end of ‘800 and derives from the English term “to drone”, which 

recalls the buzz associated to the sound of the flight of the male bee. 

More precisely, in its modern use, with the term “drone” we mean an airplane, remotely piloted, that is 

utilized in the military sector to perform reconnaissance or offensive missions with the aim to avoid 

possible human losses or, in the civil sector, for mere recreational or leisure purposes, or to perform 

video reportages from the sky. The first crewless warplane dates back to 1849, when Austria attacked 

Venice with explosive, loading hot-air balloons without pilot. This action could not be successfully carried 

out, as planned, because of the strong wind that, in this occasion, was enemy of the Austrians and friend 

of the Venetians. However, this was indeed the first military “drone action” of history.2 

During the Kippur war, in 1973, the Israeli army utilized, for the first time during an armed conflict, these 

crewless vehicles as baits to spot the Egyptians anti-air batteries, that, while firing surface-to-air missiles, 

were immediately pinpointed and destroyed thanks to the use of these small aircrafts that are, in reality, 

only a little larger than model aircrafts. Subsequently, for the first time in history, it was created, and 

utilized by the Israeli Army, the drone “Mastiff”, the first reconnaissance drone. The “Mastiff” allowed 

a full inspection of the areas surrounding the battlefields through photographs and live recording, in 

substitution of the tasks previously covered by helicopter pilots. 

The war with drones finds its raison d'être in the nature of the contemporary irregular and asymmetrical 

conflicts. The need to address this new situation has driven the necessity to look for a new tool: the 

drone, as this contributes to mitigate the asymmetry deriving from different offensive capacities among 

the involved parties, determining to focus on the weaknesses and flaws of the enemy. 

Subsequent to September 11th events, the war started from the western States against the terroristic 

organizations, like Al-Qaeda, is emblematic of the so-called “asymmetric” war as just described. On this 

 
2 P. Magionami, Quei temerari sulle macchine volanti. Piccola storia del volo e dei suoi avventurosi interpreti, Springer, Milano, 2010,  pp. 
347-367. 
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point US Air Force Officer David Deptula, reveals the focal point of war carried out with drones, hence 

justifying the wide distribution: “war is not about equality; it’s about inflicting damage on your enemy 

without suffering damage yourself. Remotely piloted aircrafts provide one of those asymmetries for 

peace-seeking allies today. The use of remotely piloted aircraft has substantially boosted effectiveness in 

accomplishing critical security objectives–with zero operator casualties, at significantly less cost, and with 

significantly less collateral damage than have surface-force operations in Iraq and Afghanistan over the 

past decade”.3 The key idea is to project strength without being vulnerable. Such aim is reached through 

an exclusively remote human (obviously this being the vulnerable element of the equation) control of the 

aircraft, that makes the individual completely unharmed in case of a counterattack. In this way it is 

guaranteed the full safety of the army personnel as well as a substantial reduction of the costs deriving 

by the use of the conventional air force. 

Following this logical path we realize a mutation of the concept of war as we learned to understand it, up 

to now, in Clausewitz’s words, as a duel between fighting parties, one in front of the other, and challenge 

between two physical forces and two wills.4 We are facing a new typology of battling that is potentially 

unlimited, without obvious victories or defeats. The identification of a precise battlefield is undermined, 

since the attack can be hurled in any location and, over all, the concept of enemy itself enters into crisis, 

not necessarily being a “warrior”. 

In the last years (in particular following the attack to the World Trade Center in New York), an 

exponential growth in the deployment of drones by all Countries, both for civilian and military purposes, 

has been registered. For military purposes drones are used for operations of various nature, 

reconnaissance activities, surveillance and attack, as well as to bomb specific targets and the so-called 

“targeted killing”, or, in other words, real and true targeted manslaughter, remotely accomplished. At the 

heart of the issue there is the necessity to understand if the utilization of these remotely guided “flying 

objects” is lawful, and legitimate, or not, under the principles of international law, in the area of the 

international armed conflicts. 

The result of this new modality of conflict, in which the air becomes the fundamental space and the 

drone the most effective instrument, is the crisis of the constituent principles of the “right of killing” in 

wartimes. 

The legal reference framework appears to be uncertain mostly due to the absence of conventional 

instruments ad hoc and/or homogeneous practices. Such shortcoming originates also from the reluctance 

of the different States to institute a specific discipline in order to prevent that the utilization of the drones 

could be subject to precise and well defined juridical obligations. 

 
3 B.G. Williams, D. Deptula, Perspective on Terrorism, Vol. 9, 2013. 
4 G. Chamayou, Teoria del drone. Principi filosofici del diritto di uccidere, DeriveApprodi, Roma, 2014.  
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Thus, for example, in the European Union the usage of armed drones is not yet regulated notwithstanding 

various European Countries use them in several operations (Spain, Italy, France and Germany have 

signed an agreement for the joint development of a European military drone that will become fully 

operational by 2025).5 In its Resolution, dated February 27, 2014, on the use of armed drones, the 

European Parliament observed as the use of such drones takes place outside of the international law 

framework, inviting the European Union to strive so that the safeguard of the human rights and of the 

humanitarian international rights will be guaranteed.6 

In particular, scope of this work is that to highlight the perplexities deriving from drones’ deployment, 

mainly concentrating on the conformity of these operations vis-à-vis the applicable law, both in times of 

peace and in times of war. Key issues from legal perspective are the main principles of the international 

law of armed conflicts, or ius ad bellum, for the recourse to the use of the force against a State and the 

main principles of international humanitarian law, or ius in bello, which disciplines the use of armed force 

against individuals in times of war. In addition to the above, some doubts also exist with reference to the 

capacity, in the drones’ deployment, to respect the principles of distinction, military necessity and mainly, 

proportionality. The mentioned principles preserve the objective to ensure, in each given moment, the 

possibility to distinguish and differentiate between military or civilians objectives; that the force used isn’t 

in excess to the one needed to reach the designated objective and, in particular, to allow that the 

operations and the actions undertaken will not result disproportionate vis-à-vis the pursued military 

advantage. Today, the change of warfare is in great part determined by the new strategies implied by 

States, including counter-terrorism operations, mainly due to the use of drones and their integration into 

the armed forces of a State. As a consequence of this, it is necessary to focus on the meaning of 

disproportionality when referred to drone strikes. To date, the excessive disproportion in civilian 

casualties demands an immediate solution. 

 

 

2. Proportionality as a civil protection standard in the Geneva Protocol of 1977 

 

When referring to targeted attacks conducted by armed drones, we must first ask ourselves whether 

these attacks succeed in reconciling what is known as military advantage with the need to reduce the 

number of civilian casualties to a minimum. 

 
5 MALE RPA (Medium Altitude Long Endurance Remotely Piloted Aircraft System) agreement signed in 2015 between 
France, Germany, Italy and Spain. Available at: https://www.eda.europa.eu/what-we-do/activities/activities-
search/remotely-pilotedaircraft-systems---rpas, last accessed 30/09/2018. 
6 European parliament resolution, 27 February 2014 on the use of armed drones (2014/2567). 
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Therefore, the achievement of a balance between humanitarian and war needs, must take into 

consideration the element of proportionality.7 The principle of proportionality, cornerstone of IHL,8 is a 

symptom of the awareness that in every society there are opposing interests and values that the legal 

system must regulate in order to maintain public order.9 The essence of the principle of proportionality 

lies in the ratio between two different values: military advantage and civilian harm. Prior to World War 

II, proportionality wasn’t mentioned in any binding treaty. Not explicitly included in any of the Four 

Geneva Conventions, the resumption of the principle took place with the entry into force of the two 

Additional Protocols in 1977. The rule of proportionality applies to both international and non-

international armed conflicts as it is deemed to be a rule of customary international law. The rule is today 

codified in the first Additional Protocol, mainly in Article 51, paragraph 5, letter b, recorded under the 

title “Protection of the civilian population”.10 

The proposal of the introduction of article 51 dates back to 1974, when, for the first time, the 

introduction of the Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions was envisaged. The article was then 

adopted in 1977 with 77 votes in favor, 1 against and 16 abstentions. The French delegation voted against 

the introduction of article 51 considering that the set of rules governing indiscriminate attacks shouldn’t 

compromise the exercise of the right to self-defense as recognized in UN Charter Article 51, and should 

authorize, to all intents and purposes, a State to defend its territory against a hypothetical invader.11 

However, as reported in the International Committee of the Red Cross commentary of 1987, 12 this claim 

doesn’t seem to be founded.13 As a matter of fact, article 51 of the UN Charter is far away from allowing 

the use of measures contrary to international humanitarian law.14 As indicated in Doswald-Beck’s 

commentary, the centrality and relevance of Article 51 of Additional Protocol I is furthermore recognized 

by various delegations, which, not only exclude a possible contrast of article 51 with the same article of 

the UN Charter, but also recognize that any reservation to article 51 of the Protocol would contrast with 

the object and purpose of the treaty.15 

Concretely, the principle of proportionality establishes, in the context of armed conflicts, that the armed 

forces can’t launch an attack that causes death or injury to civilians or damage to civil property, which 

are excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage expected. Through an analysis of 

 
7L. Doswald-Beck, Naval War College Review: Vol. 52 ,1999, p. 34 Available at: https://digital-commons.usnwc.edu/nwc-
review/vol52/iss1/3.   
8 International Humanitarian Law. 
9 E. Cannizzaro, Il principio della proporzionalità nell’ordinamento internazionale, Giuffrè Editore, Milano, 2000, p. 311. 
10 Additional Protocol I, article 51(5)(b), 8 June 1977, 1125 U.N.T.S. 3 
11 Charter of the United Nations, chapter VII, art. 51, 24 October 1945, 1 U.N.T.S. XVI. 
12 Hereinafter: ICRC commentary 
13 Y. Sandoz et al., Commentary on the Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, Martinus 
Nijhoff, Geneva, 1987. 
14 Charter of the United Nations, chapter VII, art. 51, 24 October 1945, 1 U.N.T.S. XVI 
15 J.M. Henckaerts, K.Doswald-Beck, Customary International Humanitarian Law Rules, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
2005. 
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the relationship between military benefits and collateral damage, the legitimacy of the attacks is assessed; 

attacks which must be carried out against militarized objectives by means appropriate to the objective. 

This is a legal technique that would allow, through its correct use by both those planning and those 

carrying out an attack, a result congruous to the parameters required by humanitarian law. Given the 

Latin aphorism ad impossibilia nemo tenetur, the operator is not required to foresee what he’s not in the 

situation to actually know but he’s rather required a reasonable assessment of what, in concrete, could 

happen and once completed the operation, it will be requested to analyze the results based on the actual 

military advantage obtained.16 

This reasonable assessment, which the operator is requested, directly recalls the “had reason to know” 

standard.17 Precisely, article 86(2) of Additional Protocol I states that: «the fact that a breach of the 

Conventions or of this Protocol was committed by a subordinate does not absolve his superiors from 

penal or disciplinary responsibility, as the case may be, if they knew, or had information which should 

have enabled them to conclude in the circumstances at the time, that he was committing or was going to 

commit such a breach and if they did not take all feasible measures within their power to prevent or 

repress the breach».18 In fact, with reference to the “had reason to know” standard, in the Bagilishema 

case, the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda clarifies the meaning of this standard referring that: 

«the ‘had reason to know’ standard does not require that actual knowledge, either explicit or 

circumstantial, be established. Nor does it require that the Chamber be satisfied that the accused actually 

knew that crimes had been committed or were about to be committed. It merely requires that the 

Chamber be satisfied that the accused had some general information in his possession, which would put 

him on notice of possible unlawful acts by his subordinates».19 Hence attributing additional 

responsibilities to the superior in case he/she has any suspicion, even without certainty, of unlawful 

procedures that might be carried out under his/her line of command. 

Returning to the object of our attention, being this the protection of civilians, the International 

Committee of the Red Cross explicitly considers that paragraph 5 letter (b) of the examined article should 

be intended as follows: «...in order to comply with the conditions, the attack must be directed against 

a military objective with means which are not disproportionate in relation to the objective, but are suited 

to destroying only that objective, and the effects of the attacks must be limited in the way required by the 

 
16 F. Kalshoven, L. Zegveld, Constraints on the waging of war. An introduction to International Humanitarian Law,4th ed., Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 2011, p. 173. 
17C. Meloni, Command Responsibility in International Criminal Law, Asser Press, The Hague, 2010, p. 1. 
18 Additional Protocol I (AP I), cit. art 86(2).  
19 Prosecutor V. Bagilishema, Case No. ICTR-95-1, Appeals Chamber Judgment, 2002, at para. 28, (emphasis added) 
(International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda). The Bagilishema case recalls the Čelebići case in the part in which it is stated 
that: «showing that a superior had some general information in his possession, which would put him on notice of possible 
unlawful acts by his subordinates would be sufficient to prove that he “had reason to know”». Prosecutor v. Delalic et.al, Case 
No. IT-96-21, AC Judgment, 2001, (also known as the Čelebići case) at para. 238, (International Criminal Tribunal for the 
Former Yugoslavia). 
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Protocol; moreover, even after those conditions are fulfilled, the incidental civilian losses and 

damages must not be excessive…».20 Furthermore: «…the armed forces and their installations are 

objectives that may be attacked wherever they are, except when the attack could incidentally result in loss 

of human life among the civilian population, injuries to civilians and damage to civilian objects which 

would be excessive in relation to the expected direct and specific military advantage».21 As a matter of 

fact, the Protocol provides no justification for an extensive civilian loss or damage. However, at the same 

time, it doesn’t exclude that as a result of military operations, there may be accidental loss of human lives. 

In any case, those accidental losses must be proportionate to the military advantage expected before the 

attack. The primary objective of the protocol is to banish the idea that military advantage can be achieved 

no matter what. 

The principle of proportionality requires a uniform interpretation at international level and an 

identification of its relationship with the principle of military necessity, keeping in mind, on the one hand 

the development of humanitarian principles, and, on the other, the increasing efficiency of the available 

weapons.  

 

 

3. The Principle of Proportionality in the Drones Era 

 

Precisely the increasing efficiency of weapons registered in the last decades leads us to investigate more 

closely the issue of compliance with the principle of proportionality. Despite the clear and transparent 

formulation of Article 51, the application of the principle and its implementation generate serious 

problems in the context of its concrete application. In order to assess the legitimacy of the attack it is 

necessary to conduct an analysis of the relationship between military benefits and collateral damage. 

According to Rule 14 of Doswald Beck’s Customary International Humanitarian Law: «launching an 

attack which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian 

objects, or a combination thereof, which would be “excessive” in relation to the concrete and direct 

military advantage anticipated, is prohibited».22 In identifying the concrete meaning of the term 

“excessive”, the first step is a prior assessment of the possible collateral damage and not a subsequent 

evaluation of the results of the military operation.  

Proportionality evaluations also include subjective judgments. In particular, military personnel are 

demanded a quantification of the so-called military advantage anticipated in order to balance the expected 

 
20 Y. Sandoz et al.,Commentary on the Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, cit., 626. 
21 Y. Sandoz et al., Commentary on the Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, cit., 598. 
22 J. M. Henckaerts, K. Doswald-Beck, Customary International Humanitarian Law Rules, cit. rule 14. 
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civilian losses and the importance/value of the military objective. The subjectivity of these evaluations is 

evident.23 

Therefore, to assess the legitimacy of the attack, in the first place, an ex ante analysis on the expected 

collateral damage is requested. If, on the one hand, we take for granted that civilians could never be 

objects of a military strike, on the other, we must consider that civilian deaths are inevitable in the case 

of a successful military operation, in fact, «not all civilian deaths in wartime are unlawful».24 The expected 

collateral damage must be assessed at the time the attack was calculated, based on the information 

available before the attack and not on the result of the attack.25 In other words, the analysis is conducted 

on the harm expected, not on the one that actually occurs, bearing in mind that Articles 51 and 57 of 

Additional Protocol I refer to “expected incidental loss of civilian life, injury or damage”. The usage of 

the word “incidental” by the norms finds its raison d’être in a harm intended to be unintentional and only 

secondary to the primary goal of the conducted attack. As previously underlined, civilians can’t be objects 

of a military attack under the Geneva Conventions, no matter what.26 In this context, the rule aims at 

investigating the effects of warfare. Secondly, in the proportionality test, it will be necessary to assess the 

expected military advantage conferred by the attack. The term “military advantage” is ideally suited to 

two different meanings: a changeable definition, depending on the specific tactical objective of a 

particular action, and a military advantage intended as the way in which the specific action will contribute 

to the belligerents’ overall goals. A literal reading of Article 51(5)(b), suggests a propensity to a case-by-

case definition of military advantage, as it refers to the “concrete and direct military advantage”. Precisely, 

the Commentary of the ICRC highlights how the advantage must be substantial and relatively close, 

whilst long-term advantages should be disregarded. The use of the expression “concrete and direct 

military advantage” is meant to indicate a substantial and relatively close advantage.27 In short, the usage 

of the word “concrete” is aimed at an advantage which must be substantial, whilst the term “direct” is 

meant to exclude an indirect advantage or those regarded as “long-term advantages”. 

Once considered expected collateral damage and military advantage, a balance between these unlike 

values is required. Precisely, it is requested to evaluate the effective ratio between civilian harm on one 

side, and military advantage on the other. 

 
23 J. Holland, Military objective and collateral damage: their relationship and dynamics, Yearbook of International Humanitarian Law, 
2004. 
24 Amnesty International Report, Federal Republic of Yugoslavia/Nato: Collateral damage or unlawful killings? Violations of the laws of 
war by Nato during operation allied force, 5 June 2000, available at 
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/eur70/018/2000/en/, last accessed 10/10/2018. 
25T. Haine, A legal framework for Drone attacks in Pakistan, 26 January 2010, available at 
http://www.thepublicdiscourse.com/2010/01/1126/, last accessed 10/10/2018. 
26 D. Akerson, Applying jus in bello proportionality to drone warfare, in Oregon Review of International Law, 2014, p. 205.   
27 Y. Sandoz et al., Commentary on the Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, cit. 
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With regard to the structure of Article 51, in must be noted that the ICRC Commentary on the Additional 

Protocols28 supports the prevalence of the interests of the civilian population in situations in which the 

disproportion between losses and damages caused and the military advantages anticipated raises 

doubts.29 Hence, if the structure of the rule doesn’t suggest the prevalence of a primary asset over the 

other, an indication on the matter is instead provided by the ICRC, which establishes a clear prevalence 

– at least in case of doubt – of the interests of the civilian population on the military purposes. As 

brilliantly described by Fiammetta Borgia, the major problem arises from the fact that an ex ante balancing 

evaluation is requested from the same operators that conduct the targeted attack operation.30 Who carries 

out the operation will inevitably be conditioned by its cultural background and its values, giving 

precedence to the military necessity of the action. Unfortunately, no metric scale or “proportionometer” 

that actually reveals when the attack is to be considered disproportionate exist.31 

This variability in the appreciation of the principle of proportionality is also due to the absence of 

guidelines in the application of the principle. In this regard, there are different interpretations concerning 

the methods of application of the principle in question and various attempts to introduce specific 

guidelines. As reported by Angelucci and Vierucci, a ruling by the Israeli Supreme Court (2004), with the 

aim to provide guidelines for a correct interpretation and application of the principle in question, states 

the necessity of a relation between the measures adopted and the intended purpose (rational means test), 

that among all the possible employable means the least detrimental to individual interests has been chosen 

(least injurious means test) and finally, that the damages caused are proportionate to the advantages 

obtained (proportionate means test).32 In the reasoning followed by the Court, where one of these three 

criteria wouldn’t be complied with, a breach of the principle of proportionality would occur. 

Furthermore, conflicting points of view concern the assessment of the principle of proportionality. 

Precisely, the question is that to understand if respect for the principle in question has to be evaluated 

considering the military advantage as a whole, on a cumulative basis, or if the assessment must be 

completed for each specific intended attack, on a case-by-case basis. When ratifying Additional Protocol 

I, some Nations specifically indicated their position on the matter. By way of example, at the time of 

ratification of Additional Protocol I in relation to Article 51(5)(b), Canada made the following reservation: 

«in deciding whether the principle of proportionality is being respected, the standard of measurement is 

the anticipated contribution to the military purpose of an attack or operation considered as a whole. The 

anticipated military advantage must be balanced against other consequences of the action, such as the 

 
28Y. Sandoz et al., Commentary on the Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, cit. 
29Y. Sandoz et al., Commentary on the Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, cit. 
30 F. Borgia, L’uso militare dei droni. Profili di diritto internazionale, Editoriale Scientifica, Napoli, 2018, p. 81. 
31 J. Holland, Military objective and collateral damage: their relationship and dynamics, Yearbook of International Humanitarian Law, 
2004. 
32 G. Angelucci & L. Vierucci, Il diritto internazionale umanitario e la guerra aerea, Firenze University Press, Firenze, 2010, p. 82. 
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adverse effect upon civilians or civilian objects. It involves weighing interests arising from the success of 

the operation, against the possible harmful effects upon protected persons and objects. There must be a 

rational balance between the legitimate destructive effect and undesirable collateral effects».33 In this 

regard, the Canadian manual continues to provide concrete examples of attacks that are potentially 

considered proportionate or not, «...as an example, you are not allowed to bomb a refugee camp if its 

only military significance is that refugees in the camp are knitting socks for soldiers. As a converse 

example, you are not obliged to hold an air strike on an ammunition dump simply because a farmer is 

plowing a field beside it».34 Canada preference for a cumulative basis analysis of the principle of 

proportionality is crystal clear, as military advantage has to be assessed considering the operation as a 

whole. This cumulative view is also supported in the Report of the Preparatory Commission for the 

International Criminal Court at art. 8(2)(b)(iv) recorded under “War crime of excessive incidental death, 

injury or damage”, stating as follows: «…the attack was such that it would cause incidental death or injury 

to civilians or damage to civilian objects or widespread, long-term and severe damage to the natural 

environment and that such death, injury or damage would be of such an extent as to be clearly excessive 

in relation to the concrete and direct overall military advantage anticipated». With reference to the 

concrete and direct overall military advantage, the Report of the Preparatory Commission for the 

International Criminal Court specifically refers to: «a military advantage that is foreseeable by the 

perpetrator at the relevant time. Such advantage may or may not be temporally or geographically related 

to the object of the attack».35 However, this opinion can difficulty be shared. In fact, the choice of the 

words “concrete” and “direct” by the Protocol directly recalls the idea of an individual assessment of 

respect for the principle of proportionality.36 According to this case-by-case view, the proportionality of 

the obtained military advantage must be assessed in the light of the results deriving from an attack 

individually considered. 

Today, the use of UAVs allows an increasingly precise prediction of how many “collateral damages” are 

expected in a specific strike. However, sharing Mark Benjamin’s concerns, a consequence of this is that 

there will probably be incidental civilian deaths but not necessarily accidental ones.37 The proportionality 

test does, in concrete, contemplate civilian deaths while pursuing military interests. Even though 

international humanitarian law and its principles strive to protect civilian population, we’re still far away 

from a possible disappearance of civilian death and injury in war scenarios.  

 
33 Office of the Judge Advocate General, Canadian Forces law of armed conflict manual, Ottawa, 1984. 
34 Office of the Judge Advocate General. Canadian Forces law of armed conflict manual, cit.. 
35 International Criminal Court, Report of the Preparatory Commission for the International Criminal Court. Addendum. Part II, 
Finalized Draft Text of the Elements of Crimes, art. 8 (2)(b)(iv), 2 November 2000, PCNICC/2000/1/Add.2. 
36 J.G. Gardam, Proportionality and Force in International Law, American Journal of International Law vol. 87, 1993, p. 391. 
37 M.Benjamin, When is an Accidental Civilian Death Not an Accident?, 30 July 2007, available at 
https://www.salon.com/2007/07/30/collateral_damage/, last accessed 10/10/2018. 
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The countless characteristics of drones raise conflicting opinions and feelings about their ability to respect 

and enhance the principle of proportionality. On the one hand, the possibility, offered by drones, to 

monitor and control a specific target for extended periods offers the chance of a more careful and precise 

analysis of the situation, allowing to avoid accidental deaths. For example, Michael Lewis argues that: 

«the longer loiter time of drones allows for a much higher level of confidence that the target has been 

properly identified, […] although the sanitary environment of the drone control room has been criticized 

for making war too much like a video game, it undoubtedly leads to sounder proportionality 

determinations».38 The ability of drones to identify and locate targets at any time would therefore 

minimize civilian accidental deaths, being these ones designed and created to conduct a mission in all its 

phases, autonomously. Decisions on which targets to select, how and when to attack are left to the 

software, which should be already programmed to handle a multitude of situations, adjusting itself to 

variable circumstances. It follows that, a proper use of these remotely piloted aircrafts, could really make 

it possible to hit the target when the risk of the involvement of other people is completely excluded. 

Drones, in fact, constitute a real attempt (clearly not successful) to minimize the costs of war, in terms 

of human lives. In this direction, John O’ Brennan,39 in the speech he delivered at the Woodrow Wilson 

International Center for Scholars in Washington, argues that «…by targeting an individual terrorist or 

small numbers of terrorists with ordnance that can be adapted to avoid harming others in the immediate 

vicinity, it is hard to imagine a tool that can better minimize the risk to civilians than remotely piloted 

aircraft».40 Furthermore, Brennan supports that drone strikes are not only ethical but also represent a 

wise choice thanks to their precision, their ability to strike within a few minutes and because their usage 

completely reduces danger for the U.S. army and civilians.41 However, on the other hand, we must 

consider the de-humanization of war and the excessive killing coming from the growing “play-station 

mentality”, which could lead to less attention and enforcement of the rules concerning armed conflicts.  

 

 

4. Play-station mentality 
 

The physical and emotional distance between the operator and the victim, which typically characterizes 

armed attacks conducted by drones, is individuated as cause of an increasing play-station mentality.  

 
38 M.Lews, Drones and the Boundaries of the Battlefield, Texas International Law Journal vol. 47, 2012, p. 297. 
39 Former CIA Director (2013-2017). 
40 J. Brennan, Speech on Counterterrorism, Speech delivered at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars in 
Washington, DC, 30 April 2012, available at: https://www.wilsoncenter.org/event/the-efficacy-and-ethics-us-
counterterrorism-strategy. 
41 J. Brennan, Speech on Counterterrorism, cit. 
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This so-called play-station mentality, defined by Alston as characterized by an overturning of the 

dynamics that have always categorized military conflicts, highlights disturbing aspects: those who play at 

the play-station today could be the drone strikers of tomorrow.  As a matter of fact, the distance involved 

in drone strikes increases indifference. The further remove we are from the victim, the easier it is to act 

without worrying about the consequences. Therefore, if on the one hand war is more and more virtual, 

at the same time, on the other, the virtual becomes more and more realistic. In particular, Philip Alston 

suggests that this play-station mentality may lead to a miss application of combat norms.42 

Mary Ellen O’Connell brilliantly describes the heart of the problem raised by drone attacks, reporting 

that «…operators never see with their own eyes the people they have killed. Indeed, they have no physical 

contact with the place where the attacks are happening».43 The absence of an emotional barrier between 

operator and victim may lead to a significant increase in the propensity towards the use of force. This 

because, on the one hand, the use of drones consents intervention in remote areas where it would 

otherwise be difficult to penetrate, and on the other hand, because the operations do not involve any risk 

for their operators. In fact, by virtue of their capacity to lower psychological and political barriers to the 

use of force, drones are often considered “seductive”.44 As a matter of fact, the distance from the targeted 

objective allows dissociation from the event, which makes the attack even easier. Furthermore, Christof 

Heyns supports that drones facilitate the decision to go to war and facilitate States’ decisions as to using 

force outside of armed conflicts.45 

Emblematic, in this sense, are the interviews conducted by Singer to the pilots of UAVs in the drafting 

of his book Wired for War. In particular, one of the interviewed pilots underlined how: «the truth is it 

isn’t all I thought it was cracked up to be. I mean, I thought killing somebody would be this life-changing 

experience. And then I did it, and I was like: all right, whatever».46 This interview specifically confirms 

the physical (and, in this case, also emotional) distance between targeter and targeted, thus stressing the 

need for greater awareness on the matter.  

The greatest moral objection concerning the respect for the principle of proportionality throughout the 

use of remotely piloted aircrafts concerns precisely this distance that separates the operator from the 

battlefield, not only physically but also morally. Anderson and Waxman believe that: «a machine, no 

matter how good, can’t completely replace the presence of a true moral agent in the form of a human 

 
42 P. Alston, Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary or Arbitrary Executions, Study on Targeted Killings, Human Rights Council, 
2010, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/14/24.  
43 M.E. O’Connell, Unlawful Killing with Combat Drones: A Case Study of Pakistan, in Vv.Aa., Shooting to kill: socio-legal 
perspectives on the use of lethal force, edited by S. Bronitt et al., Hart Publishing, 2012, p. 271.  
44 M.E. O’Connell, Seductive Drones: Learning from a Decade of Lethal Operations, Journal of Law, August 2011, Information & 
Science, last accessed 05/06/2019. 
45 C. Heyns et al., The international law framework regulating the use of armed drones, International & Comparative Law Quarterly vol. 
65, 2016, pp 791-827. 
46 P. Singer,  Wired for war: the robotics revolution and conflict in the twenty-first century, cit.  
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being possessed of a conscience and the faculty of moral judgment».47 This lack of humanity, typical of a 

machine or a robot, if on the one hand is aimed at minimizing what we call “human error”, on the other 

hand, however, not having the slightest perception of the meaning of “human life” and not being, by 

definition, endowed with humanity, it certainly makes the possibility of respect for the principle of 

proportionality doubtful. In fact, if UAVs aren’t able to understand the human consequences of an action, 

it is impossible for them to act in compliance with the principle of proportionality.48  

The turning point towards automation, represented by the use of remotely piloted aircrafts, poses 

challenges to international war law, under the profile of the rules on armaments and targeting criteria. 

These new technological systems lead to encourage and trust efficacy of armed force, increasing the 

recourse to it. This aspect recalls even more the necessity of a regulation on the matter, which leaves no 

room for any “gray area”.49 Our future is marked by an increase in autonomous warfare as a consequence 

of technological progress and international law will have to keep up, otherwise the result will be having 

law and reality moving in opposite directions. 

 

 

5. Controversial interpretations of the compliance with the principle of proportionality 

 

Shared observations concern the difficulty in the application of the proportionality principle, being its 

formulation as a principle far easier than its concrete application. In fact, as supported by the 

International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia «it is much easier to formulate the principle 

of proportionality in general terms than it is to apply it to a particular set of circumstances».50 
The question of compliance with the proportionality principle is, to date, matter of contention. 

On the one hand, there are those who believe that the use of UAVs reduces and therefore limits the 

number of civilian casualties. In this direction, Bill Roggio, editor of the Long War Journal, reports only 

a ten percent loss of civilians given the precision of drone strikes.51 In support of this view are some 

interviews made by Sean Nevins to students of the Quaid-i-Azam University in Islamabad coming from 

the FATA52 area, the most affected in terms of terrorism and drone attacks.53 What emerges from the 

interviews is a widespread sense of justification of the attacks by armed drones, in particular one of the 

 
47 K. Anderson, M. Waxman, Law and Ethics for Robot Soldiers, Policy Review, 2012, p. 11.  
48 J. Foy, Autonomous Weapons Systems: Taking the Human out of International Humanitarian Law, Dalhousie University, 2014, p. 26. 
49 According to the Cambridge Dictionary a “grey area” is an unclear situation, where the rules are unknown. 
50 International Criminal Tribunal For the Former Yugoslavia, Final Report to the Prosecutor by the Committee Established 
to Review the NATO Bombing Campaign Against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, 8 June 2000, 39 I.L.M, 1257.  
51https://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2018/07/us-counterterrorism-strikes-tempo-remains-high-in-somalia-and-
yemen-transparency-improves.php, last accessed 10/11/2018. 
52 Seven Federally Administered Tribal Areas in Pakistan. 
53 S. Nevins, Drone strikes stir controversy in Pakistan, 2018, interview available at: https://www.seannevins.org/drone-strikes-stir-
controversy-in-pakistan/, last accessed 15/11/2018. 
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students even claims that there are no collateral damages, since «these drones only hit their targets».54 

Furthermore, the New York Times journalist David Rohde tells of episodes during his imprisonment in 

which the attacks carried out have effectively hit the designated target. Rohde was captured by the Taliban 

and held prisoner seven months in North and South Waziristan. Rohde describes his captivity as follows: 

«throughout our captivity, American drones were a frequent presence in the skies above North and South 

Waziristan. […] The buzz of a distant propeller is a constant reminder of imminent death. Drones fire 

missiles that travel faster than the speed of sound. A drone’s victim never hears the missile that kills 

him».55 Further, Harold Koh56 defends the use of drones by the U.S.A., pointing out how during his 

experience the targeting practices have complied with the applicable law and mainly stressing out that in 

his experience: «the principles of distinction and proportionality that the United States applies are not 

just recited at meetings. […] Advanced technologies have helped to make our targeting even more 

precise».57 

An analysis on the veracity of Koh’s statements is brilliantly given by Sarah Kreps and John Kaag.58 

Following their reasoning, the effectiveness of Koh’s statements depends on what is intended for 

“collateral damage”. Initially referred to «unintended destruction suffered by opposition, neutral, or 

friendly parties»59, the term “collateral damage” finds its definition in the Department of Defense 

Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms in 2008, being defined as: «unintentional or incidental injury 

or damage to persons or objects that would not be lawful military targets in the circumstances ruling at 

the time».60 This said, the key point in Kreps and Kaag’s analysis is the shift in the definition, which now 

focuses on an equivalence between collateral damage and harm to non-combatants. This is relevant 

because on the one hand, the consideration that UAVs reduce unintended destruction appears to be an 

objective statement. On the other hand, supporting that UAVs reduce the sufferings of the innocent is 

considered by the authors a “statement of value”, which includes «understandings of innocence and 

belligerence».61 

However, their use must – in part – be condemned because of the violation of the principle of 

proportionality that derives from it. In this direction, David Kilcullen in the The New York Times 

expresses his concern on the presumed precision of drone strikes, referring that United States drone 

 
54 D. Rohde, The Drone Wars. Reuters magazine, 26 January 2012, available at: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-david-
rohde-drone-wars-idUSTRE80P11I20120126, last accessed 18/11/2018. 
55 Ibid. 
56 Legal advisor to the U.S. State Department. 
57 H. Koh, The Obama administration and international law, Annual meeting of the American Society of International Law, United 
States Department of State, Washington DC, 2010. 
58 S. Kreeps, J.kaag, The use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in Contemporary Conflict: a legal and ethical analysis. Polity 44, no. 2, 2012, p. 
268. 
59 United States Armed Forces Targeting Intelligence Guide, 1998. 
60 Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, 2008, Joint Publication 1-02. 
61 S. Kreeps, J. Kaag, The use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in Contemporary Conflict: a legal and ethical analysis, cit. 
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strikes have a hit rate of two percent.62 Precisely, Kilcullen reports that, according to Pakistani sources, 

for every militant killed fifty civilians are also killed. In response to this, Mary Ellen O’Connell points out 

the disproportionate impact of drone attacks, stating that: «fifty civilians killed for one suspected 

combatant killed is a textbook example of a violation of the proportionality principle».63 No matter which 

is proven to be the real and actual hit rate, it is crystal clear that civilians are killed. Furthermore, contrary 

to what has emerged from Nevins’ interviews, a poll held by Al Jazeera/Gallup in 2009 showed a very 

low percent of support for drone strikes, circa 6% of the Pakistani population.64 Rothenberg and Bergen, 

in their work Drone Wars, report the testimony of Adam Khan, who runs a medical store in North 

Waziristan.65 According to Khan, drones are today constantly present and the population is accustomed 

to this continuous sound over the head. Even though Khan isn’t personally afraid of drones, he fears 

becoming part of the collateral damage if he were to be found in the wrong place at the wrong time. His 

words fully demonstrate the awareness of the population of North Waziristan which, every day, may be 

killed, for no reason, by a drone.  

Severe questions of proportionality are raised by the number of unintended victims for every intended 

one.66 The question of proportionality raises important interpretation problems because it in se presumes 

that it is possible to elaborate a sharp distinction between legitimate targets and civilians and secondly, 

that it exists a clear and objective view on what constitutes an exceed of military advantage on civilian 

damage. Proportionality calculations imply balancing tests, which usually compare similar values. 

However, as reported by Schmitt: «proportionality calculations are heterogeneous, because dissimilar 

value genres – military and humanitarian – are being weighed against each other».67 As a logic 

consequence, the proportionality test will result quite simple in the case of an evident situation of non-

proportion. Consider, by way of example, the destruction of a whole school with the aim of eliminating 

only one enemy sniper, in this case the non-proportion is evident. The situation differs, instead, when, 

always with the aim of eliminating a single enemy sniper, the cost in terms of civilian lives is that of three 

people. In this case a contrast or collision between the above-mentioned values may well arise. The 

difficulty arises when the affirmation of the one involves a sacrificial element of the other. 

Proportionality’s major problem stems from the fact that the assessment of compliance with the principle 

in question should consist of an objective assessment. It is therefore necessary to consider anticipated 

 
62 D. Kilcullen, A. Mcdonald Exum, Death From Above, Outrage Down Below, New York Times, 16 May 2009, available at: 
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63M.E. O’Connell, Unlawful Killing with Combat Drones: A Case Study of Pakistan, cit. 
64 Gallup Pakistan, Pakistan: State of the nation, Al Jazeera, 13 August 2009, available at: 
https://www.aljazeera.com/focus/2009/08/2009888238994769.html, last accessed 26/11/2018. 
65 P. Bergen, D. Rothenberg, Drone Wars. Transforming Conflict, Law, and Policy, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2015, 
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civilian damage or injury, the anticipated military advantage and if the anticipated civilian damage was, in 

concrete, clearly excessive in relation to the anticipated military advantage.68 

However, truth is that military advantage happens to turn into a subjective determination. As explained 

by Henderson: «the test for whether expected collateral damage will be excessive is an objective one 

based on what would a reasonable person would conclude in their circumstances. The problem this 

immediately raises is that the subjective value placed on the lives of others may vary».69 In fact, as 

observed by Schmitt, social and cultural background may condition the value given to human suffering 

because of a military operation.70 Jackson refers that this evaluation is made by the commander: «based 

on his or her experience and evaluation of the target in the context of the entire campaign, and the 

information reasonably available at the relevant time».71 This same opinion is shared by Beard, for which 

commanders have enjoyed a wide discretion in these evaluations.72 Both high and low-ranking 

commanders are expected to apply proportionality in the consideration of an attack, while high-ranking 

strategic commanders must take into account the military advantage of the overall strategy, lower-ranking 

commanders must consider the military advantage of a single attack which is part of the overall strategy.73 

In this last case, Akerson refers to the proportionality of a specific and particular tactical attack. An 

example of this is given in the Stanislav Galić case.74 General Galić was accused of having conducted a 

campaign of sniping and shelling attacks on the civilian population of Sarajevo. In the analysis of the 

principle of proportionality, «the Prosecution urges the Trial Chamber to analyze the concrete and direct 

military advantage at the level of each sniping and shelling incident».75 Furthermore, «in determining 

whether an attack was proportionate it is necessary to examine whether a reasonably well-informed 

person in the circumstances of the actual perpetrator, making reasonable use of the information available 

to him or her, could have expected excessive civilian casualties to result from the attack».76 The Trial 

Chamber stresses the fact that proportionality isn’t meant to refer precisely to the actual damage caused 

or the effective military advantage achieved, but specifically uses the wording “expected” and 

“anticipated”. As reported by Akerson, proportionality has actually been assessed in the Galić case at a 

«tactical, granular level». In the analysis of proportionality in Scheduled Shelling Incident I, in which two 
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mortar shells were fired upon a civilian crowd watching a football game in Dobrinja causing 101 wounded 

and 12 people killed, after weighing the presence of enemy soldiers with the presence of numerous 

children it was found that: «an attack on a crowd of approximately 200 people, including numerous 

children, would clearly be expected to cause incidental loss of life and injuries to civilians excessive in 

relation to the direct and concrete military advantage anticipated».77 

To date the risk is that of a reversal of the proportionality rule. In fact, as underlined by Walzer, the 

principle of proportionality should lead us to an adjustment of means to ends but current tendency is 

that of adjusting ends to means instead.78 Sharing Christof Heyns solicitation, «drones should follow the 

law, not the other way around».79 

 

 

6.  Droning towards a solution 

 

Today the dynamics of these unconventional forms of war require abandoning the idea of uniform unlike 

what happened in the past, where the only belonging to the “opposing fighting group” was in itself 

sufficient to justify the recourse to the use of force. With the advent of terrorism, we are witnessing a 

drastic change in these basic principles due to the inclusion of civilians that in fact involves a radical 

downsizing of the traditional battlefield. 

Rothenberg and Bergen identify an interesting shift in the practice of war, underlining how we were used 

to identify the “enemy” on the basis of a categorical evaluation, as a status, the belonging to the opposite 

army, while we now are moving towards individualization, requiring the «personal responsibility of the 

specific enemy».80 

The main reasons for this change can be identified, first of all, in the singular structure that characterizes 

terrorism, which obviously recalls the idea of individuality, as well as in the technological developments 

that make terrorism even more alarming. Moreover, as underlined by the above-mentioned authors, the 

post-war climate has intensified its attention to human rights and respect to the rights of enemies in times 

of war, especially for States seeking a justification for their actions.81 

As suggested by Rothenberg and Bergen, rather than focusing on technology per se, we should concentrate 

on the context in which technology is deployed throughout a further and deep understanding of its 

complexity and its interactions with social, cultural and military institutions. 
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What is certain is that the system today must be conformed to the wars of law. To date, there is a need 

to investigate and comprehend whether our weapons and laws are driven by technology more than by 

human beings’ will. It is mandatory to understand the limits and the principles under which the line of 

command should be held individually and personally responsible if anyone of them fails to take the 

necessary measures to prevent his/her subordinates from committing actions in violation of law. Clarity 

in this sense would serve not only to determine responsibilities in this area but also, and above all, to act 

as a deterrent. The possibility of being held responsible of one’s action rises the chances of being more 

responsible and cautious in the assumption of operational decisions. 

However, as underlined by Sabina Morandi in her work La guerra dei droni, it seems that the White House 

has turned towards a diametrically opposite direction. Instead of regulating the use of armed drones with 

respect to international law, it seems that the goal is to modulate and modify the law in the name of 

drones.82 

In this direction, Kenneth Anderson has correctly underlined the urgency for the United States to publicly 

declare: «the legal rationale behind its use of drones, and defend that legal rationale in the international 

community, which is increasingly convinced that parts, if not all, of its use is a violation of international 

law».83 

Barack Obama’s response to critics is that of «a targeted, focused effort at people who are on a list of 

active terrorists»,84 but the same existence of a kill list should be object of concern. In fact, Mary Ellen 

O’Connell believes the best solution must be found in litigation, starting from one decision which states 

that there’s no right to put a person on a kill list.85 Injuries experienced by civilians should be seriously 

investigated and a proper compensation must be envisaged for the victims and their relatives. Victims do 

have a right to fair trials and adequate compensations.86 Given the disproportion of civilian deaths in 

comparison to successful targeted killings, the impossibility for victims and relatives to achieve 

compensation represents a pure denial of justice. Drone strikes represent an imperative death decision 

without giving the opportunity to the target to respond and defend himself. What is concretely happening 

today is the killing of people without trials, without conviction and leading to a reality of lawlessness. 
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In the cases brought to Courts the U.S. government has frequently relied on the State secrets privilege. 

In the Ahmed Salem Bin Ali Jaber v. United States case, after the killing of five men in Yemen because of a 

drone strike, the families «seek a declaratory judgment stating their family members were killed in the 

course of a U.S. drone attack in violation of international law governing the use of force, the Torture 

Victim Protection Act (TVPA), and the Alien Tort Statute (ATS)».87 However, the U.S. Court of Appeals 

for the D.C. Circuit dismissed the lawsuit citing the El-Shifa precedent: «under the political question 

doctrine, the foreign target of a military strike cannot challenge in court the wisdom of [that] military 

action taken by the United States. Despite their efforts to characterize the case differently, that is just 

what the plaintiffs have asked us to do. The district court’s dismissal of their claims is affirmed».88 

Differently, Judge Brown, in her separate opinion, argues that the world is constantly changing and 

because of new technologies, such as “precision-strike technologies”, we have entered a new chapter, but 

«if judges will not check this outsized power, then who will?»89 The hope is that of the establishment of 

a clear direction in matter of drone strikes by the Executive and the Congress.90 As underlined by Mary 

Ellen O’Connell and Douglas Cassel in their amici curiae, the case in question demands the Court to assess 

the legality of a use of force which resulted in the death of five people. If the Court sustains the claim is 

non-justiciable then this turns into «a failure of the courts to hold the executive to the very law the 

Government acknowledges it must obey».91 The result turns into a denial of victims’ right to a remedy, 

to which they are entitled under international law. There has been only one exceptional case, the Lo Porto 

case, in which Barack Obama has publicly admitted that an American citizen and an Italian citizen had 

been killed in Pakistan because of a drone strike in 2015, recognizing a one million dollar compensation.92 

Differently from the Lo Porto case, Faisal bin Ali Jaber in Yemen received no apologies and no 

compensation from the U.S. government.93 The vast majority of victims and families in Pakistan, Somalia 

and Yemen have received no acknowledgement by the US government. Victims and families, regardless 

of their nationality, are to be considered as civilians and they all have a right to justice and truth. 
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2012 together with his nephew, a local police officer and another man; Torture Victim Protection Act approved in 1991 
recognized the right of U.S. and non-citizens to present claims for torture and extrajudicial killing committed in foreign 
countries; similarly, the Alien Tort Statute, first adopted in 1789, concerns civil claims, consenting monetary compensations 
to victims. 
88 El-Shifa Pharmaceutical Industries v. United States, case No. 07-5174, 2009, United States Court of Appeals, p. 851. 
89 Ahmed Salem Bin Ali Jaber et al. v. United States of America et al, case no. 16-5093, 2017, United States Court of Appeals, 
Document 1682112, Separate Opinion of Judge Brown. 
90 Ahmed Salem Bin Ali Jaber et al. v. United States of America et al, cit. 
91 Brief of Amici Professors Mary Ellen O’Connell and Douglas Cassel in support of plaintiff-appellants and urging reversal, 
USCA Case no. 16-5093, Document no. 1632689, 2016, at 36. 
92 Giovanni Lo Porto was a humanitarian worker held hostage from Al-Qaeda and killed by a strike in the Al-Qaeda compound 
together with Warren Weinstein, American citizen, also held hostage. 
93 S. Kirchgaessner,US to pay $1m to family of Italian aid worker killed in drone strike, The Guardian, 16 September 2016, available 
at: https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/sep/16/us-to-pay-1m-euros-family-italian-giovanni-lo-porto-drone-strike, 
last accessed 26/11/2018.  
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Jonathan Tracy expresses his hope that the rules and principles of international humanitarian law find 

expansion so that the assistance that innocent civilians need for full possession of their rights may be 

recognized.94 Tracy refers to an equitable combat claims system which should help «ensure that victims 

will not only view the alien army as the harbinger of pain and suffering, but as a force that fairly and justly 

compensates those they harm».95 

Barack Obama, during his speech on Drone Policy, held in May 2013, holds that strikes are ordered only 

in case of “near-certainty” that no civilians are killed or injured, setting the highest possible standard.96 

Truth is that drones are actually giving birth to the problem they were meant to solve. To date, drone 

strikes are turning affected population into proper enemies. As a matter of fact, Sana’a Center for 

Strategic Studies has published a report in which it is stated that: «today AQAP97 is arguably more 

powerful, resource-rich, entrenched, and operating with more institutional flexibility and adaptive 

capacity than ever before».98 

It appears appallingly obvious that these drone strikes aren’t doing any good and do not serve as a 

solution to Islamic radicalism in particular, pushing the affected populations over to the militant side. 

Instead, an interesting solution is proposed by Andrew Bacevich. His proposal is that of a demilitarization 

of US Policy, with a policy of aiding people instead of killing them.99 The situation would clearly differ 

from today in the event of actions undertaken by the United States with the goal of aiding the affected 

population. 

Furthermore, with refence to proportionality, a reconsideration of this principle in light of the actual 

asymmetric warfare is desirable. In fact, Gabriella Blum refers to the «changing nature of the battlefield» 

which creates a military environment «increasingly dependent on case-by-case judgments».100 A “case-by-

case basis” is further supported by William Fenrick, who also values the background of the decision 

maker and therefore suggests as a solution the standard of the “reasonable military commander”.101 This 

term owes its genesis to the Final Report to the Prosecutor by the Committee Established to Review the 

NATO Bombing Campaign Against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in which it is stated that: «it is 

suggested that the determination of relative values must be that of the “reasonable military commander”. 

Although there will be room for argument in close cases, there will be many cases where reasonable 
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Center for Strategic Studies, 2017, available at: http://sanaacenter.org/publications/analysis/86, last accessed 26/11/2018. 
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101 W.J. Fenrick, Attacking the enemy civilian as a punishable offense, Duke journal of comparative & international law, vol. 7:359, 12 
October 1997, available at: https://scholarship.law.duke.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1008&context=djcil, last accessed 
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military commanders will agree that the injury to noncombatants or the damage to civilian objects was 

clearly disproportionate to the military advantage gained».102 Further, the ICTY103 in Galić, setting out 

general principles, recalls as a standard that of «a reasonably well-informed person in the circumstances 

of the actual perpetrator».104 

However, as underlined by Schachter: «determining the proper relation between means and ends in 

situations of great complexity and uncertainty is never easy. Decision makers are faced with their own 

inadequacies and lack of knowledge, together with the pressures inherent in conflict. They cannot forget 

the risks and costs of restraint, yet they must also be mindful of the legal imperative to avoid unnecessary 

and disproportionate force».105 Therefore, proportionality assessments must refer to precise 

rules/standards and not to the subjectivity of the individual. 

Drones’ innovation lies in their ability in gathering information for its review and storage, giving birth to 

a whole new type of warfare. On balance, drones offer the chance to realize one of the core aims of 

international law, such as directing force only against combatants, achieving the protection of civilians. 

However, consequence of their use is a tremendous sense of vulnerability, which clearly contrasts with 

the idea of order to which the rules of war should aspire in order to limit (if not eliminate) the brutality 

and destruction that comes from wars. 

As brilliantly supported by Rothenberg and Bergen, the new challenges set by drone warfare together 

with military technological evolution, require an immediate re-thinking of the laws of war and demand 

the development of new rules in order to regulate all these unconventional situations of conflict.106 

New and specific rules must be introduced in order to regulate the use of armed drones and to protect 

civilians. The commitment of the international community must be followed by judicial decisions, which 

are called to constitute indisputable precedents. Only by having rules and judicial decisions moving at the 

same pace it will be possible to remedy the current situation.  

The absence of any information related to attacks by means of drones makes it difficult to ascertain 

compliance with the principle of proportionality. In fact, States often hide data on conducted operations 

in order to avoid any responsibility, continuing undisturbed with their attacks. Moreover, States that 

mostly use armed drones are clearly not favorable to the introduction of a system of shared rules in 

compliance with international standards. In particular, referring to the conspicuous use of armed drones 

by the United States, it is their tendency (if not practice) to deny responsibility for the conducted attacks. 
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Therefore, a punctual assessment of the responsibilities deriving from the execution of drone strikes, 

results, to date, nearly impossible. 

Precisely in the light of these considerations, the development of an ad hoc framework requiring States to 

respect the principle of proportionality is increasingly urgent. In particular, the new set of rules should 

ensure that States take responsibility for the attacks carried out and for any human loss, granting that 

such attacks are carried out in full compliance with international standards and do not turn into targeted 

killings. 

To date, it seems obvious that drones will be used more and more in the immediate future and therefore 

the main issue concerns, in addition to their legality, the need to regulate their use in a way in which 

international fundamental values, such as the protection of human life and the containment of the use of 

force, can be protected. It is necessary to raise awareness among the international community so that 

agreements can be concluded and rulings delivered as soon as possible. It is therefore peremptory a 

continuous assessment of drone strikes, in order to ensure that technology is moving forward at the same 

pace, and above all, in respect of international law. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


